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ABSTRACT/ABSTRAKT:
Zbyněk Stránský's influence on German museology has three facets: in the GDR, he contributes publi cations and lectures to an intense process of defining museology as an academic discipline, starting in the late 1970ies. Controversies concern his concept of museality -with the accusation of a non-Marxist and therefore non-scientific position. Western Germany starts a discus sion about the discipline in 1988. After the German unification, the interest in museology as an academic field nearly vanished although Stránský publishes several German texts with new intellectual accents in the periodical Museum aktuell. Friedrich Waidacher's free varia tions of Stránský's theoretical models receive much more reception. Therefore it doesn' t surprise that most of the teaching staff of muse um related study programmes in Germany declare little knowledge or interest concerning Stránský and his thoughts. A search of Stránský's neologism museality by library cata logues, Google and Google Scholar (in German) presents a sim ilar result: a "correct" use of the term by the museological inner circle, rare cases of indifferent use, and some new trials to create this term with another meaning.
Příliš brzy, příliš pozdě: význam Zbyňka Z. Stránského pro němec-kou muzeologii
Vliv Zbyňka Stránského na němec kou muzeologii má tři aspekty: DOI: 10.5817/MuB2016-2-5
Stránský and the "museological season" in the GDR
The late 1970ies and the 1980ies are a period of vivid interest in mu seological theory in the GDR: a new scientific periodical, Museologische Forschung, starts in 1982, the Berlin University accepts the Introduction to Museology 1 by Klaus Schreiner, director of the museum of agricul tural history at Alt-Schwerin, as dissertation. The GDR's most im portant natural history museuma part of the Berlin Universityestablishes Ilse Jahn as docent of natural history museology in 1980. Museological thoughts out of other states in the Eastern bloc are of high interest. In 1981, the "Institut für Museumswesen" pragmatically offers a typewritten translation of Stránský's Úvod do studia muzeologie (1979 Museumskunde, 1982, vol. 25, pp. 45-51. 3 STRÁNSKÝ, Zbyněk Z. Museologische Terminologie. Neue Museumskunde, 1988, vol. 31, pp. 12-17. The discourse concerning the internal structure of museology ventilated some terms which are well known from the international level -and of course from the Brno ISSOM -like theoretical and applied museology or the history of museums and museology. The cur riculum of the first realized study programme, natural history museology, showed a solitary solution with the division in general museol ogy (the museology of natural histo ry museums!) and special museolo gies, from anthropology to zoology.
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From the "old" Federal Republic to Unified Germany
A Bavarian discussion about muse ological study programmes starts in 1978. Ten years later, this -still un successful -idea motivates the topic "museology -new ways, new aims" for a joint conference of ICOM Aus tria, ICOM Germany (Federal Re public), and ICOM Switzerland. The Bavarian reflections are presented, and Stránský gives a lecture on mu seology as a separate discipline.
14 After the German unification, the former GDR college for museolo gists is transformed to a study pro gramme of the Leipzig University of Applied Sciences. This institu tion starts a series of museological conferences. Stránský speaks on museology as a separate discipline again. Retrospectively, it can be recognized that Stránský gets his only German intellectual echo -except of the ideological controversy with Schreiner - Museology (1993) . This publication got a second, revised, and a third edition (1996, 1999) Waidacher's museology has four sub-disciplines: meta-museology, historical, theoretical, and applied museology. Special museologiesas well an aspect in Stránský's thoughts -are refused with a single sentence. 21 Consequently, the book irritates with its title "general museology" but no mentioned contrary. Stránský criticises on the one hand that the model is not new but nearly identical with the structure of his own Brno study programme since the 1980ies; on the other hand, he refuses the integration of episte mological aspects in the system of the science itself (meta-museolo gy). 22 Ten years after Waidacher's handbook, Stránský presented his revised structure of museology in German language: now with four sections because of the additional "abstract" or "structural museol ogy" as a synchronous analytical equivalent to the diachronous his torical museology ("genetic museology").
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Realizations of both imaginations are missing in Germany till today except of some parallels with in study programmes of applied museology. A discussion about disciplinary structures does also not happen. Symptomatically, an introduction to museology explains that Stránský developed the three sub-disciplines, it mentions the term "genetic" instead of "histori cal" but nothing about the "abstract museology"; the illustration follows Waidacher while the text does not at all explain his fourth sub-disci pline, meta-museology.
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The reception of Stránský's ideas in Germany today
For gaining an impression of Strán ský's recent academic relevance in Germany, I held an e-mail survey in April/May of 2016 addressed to the teaching staff of university study programmes. Although museums might be a topic of a wide range of disciplines -from art history to zoology -a narrow sample was pre ferred in order to avoid either a ma jority of missing answers or a lot of not interpretable negative answers. Therefore, the survey was limited to the nine German programmes concerning museum work or cul tural heritage: "Art and Culture Mediation" (Bremen), "Historical and Cultural Anthropology" (Tübin gen), "Jewish Museology" (Hei delberg), "Museography" (Berlin) , "Museology" (Leipzig), "Museology" (Würzburg), "Museum and Exhibi tion" (Oldenburg), "European Cul tural Heritage" (Frankfurt/Oder), and "Cultural Heritage" (Pader born). "Art History and Museology" (Heidelberg) was excluded because the museological part is completely imported by the École du Louvre, Paris; Tübingen was included in view of the denomination "cultural anthropology, museum science" of one professorship. 
The actual use of the term museality in German language
A second impression of Stránský's contemporary relevance can be re ceived by a search of his neologism museality (in its German expression "Musealität") with the meta-cata logue of German libraries (includ ing the German National Library), Google, and Google Scholar. The results belong to three categories: a museological or an indifferent use of the term, and new trials to create this term.
The museologically informed use of the term is limited to authors who are part of the museological dis course like the Swiss Schärer or the Austrian Waidacher, expanded by one academic librarian. All of them certainly know some of Stránský's texts. A broader appearance of the term in its museological meaning is missing.
The indifferent position is clearly shown by some texts with the title word "Musealität" but without any explanation in the body text -for example, the art historian and mu seum director Kraus gives "Musealität" an unclear meaning between the use as museum exhibit and the status of a musealium; 25 for Jeggle, professor for European Ethnology, museality means professional mu seum work.
26 Some examination theses (concerning different topics) integrate one or another museolog ical publication into their footnotes but don' t correctly connect these texts with their understanding of museality: Weber quotes Waidacher and Flügel and uses one time the term -without definition -to an nounce her chapter about the his torical development of a museum type; 27 Kühl quotes a definition of museology by Waidacher and con tinues that it is easy to identify mu seality in exhibitions because the exhibition context helps the visitors to reconstruct a past relation of man to reality; 28 Huber explains museality as the presentation of authentic assets within a museum exhibition. 29 In September 2016, the "Klassik Foundation Weimar" organizes a conference dealing with collections and exhibitions concern ing the literary subject Faust; the title is "Faust collections: genealo gies, media, museality". Some people without any contact to museology feel themselves free to create the neologism again. Nell (the only German language mono graph with the title word "Musealität") defines that the process of musealization leads to the state mu In the same way, the Swiss Martin Schärer first quotes Waidacher's definition of museality, but further on, he writes about the "museality of things", museality as a quality of musealia by referring to a specific relation between man and reality, and about pieces of modern art which have got museality just at their origin. 41 In another argumen tation (without references), he uses museality as the term for a quality which is won by an asset on the occasion of its musealization. 42 The academic librarian Thomas Fuchs first quotes Waidacher's anthropo logical constant museality, but in the following sentence, he writes about museality in the meaning of a specific quality of musealia as a vehicle of remembrance. 
